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APPENDIX D

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE MANUAL ON THE VHF DIGITAL
LINK (VDL) MODE 3

NOTES ON THE PRESENTATION OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
THE MANUAL ON VDL MODE 3

The text of the amendment is arranged to show deleted text with a line through it and new text highlighted with
grey shading, as shown below:

1. Text to be deleted is shown with a line through it. text to be deleted

2. New text to be inserted is highlighted with grey shading. new text to be inserted

3. Text to be deleted is shown with a line through it followed
by the replacement text which is highlighted with grey
shading.

new text to replace existing text
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MANUAL ON VHF DIGITAL LINK (VDL)
MODE 3 (DOC 9805)

PART I — IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS

CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION

1.1    OUTLINE OF THE MANUAL

. . .

1.3    CONFIGURATIONS

. . .

1.3.2    The 4-slot configurations include the following:

a) 4V. Provides four voice channels (no data) in one 25 kilohertz (kHz) channel. This mode
may, as an option, include downlink M channel transmissions and features such as
urgent/priority access, semi-automatic frequency change and caller ID;

b) 2V2D. Provides two voice and two data channels in one 25 kHz channel. These are paired
so that one user group uses one voice and data time slot pair and a second, independent,
group uses the other voice and data pair;

c) 3V1D. Provides three voice and one data channel in one 25 kHz channel. The three voice
channels are completely independent; however, the single data channel is shared by the
three user groups;

d) 3T. Provides a trunked capability shared by all users in one 25 kHz channel in which one
out of four time slots is available for voice or data and two out of four time slots are
available exclusively for data. The fourth time slot is used exclusively for channel
management functions;

e) 1V3D. Provides independent voice and data using one time slot for voice and three time
slots for data by a single user group. This is used to support sectors with more than 60
users that also require real-time voice service. Can support up to 240 addressed aircraft
in one (large) user group.
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1.3.3    The 3-slot configurations include the following:

a) 3V. Provides three voice channels (no data) in one 25 kHz channel. This mode is
analogous to 4V, but provides more propagation guard time;

b) 2V1D. Provides two voice and one data channel in one 25 kHz channel. This mode is
analogous to 3V1D, but provides more propagation guard time;

c) 3S. Provides a single voice channel in one 25 kHz channel. The same digital voice bit-
stream can be transported on each of three time slots used by three separate ground sites
to provide coverage over an area larger than that which could be provided by a single
ground site;

d) 2S1X. Provides one wide area voice channel for two separate ground stations and reserves
another independent channel in one 25 kHz channel. The independent channel is defined
separately in its own beacon; and

e) 1V2D. Provides independent voice and data using one time slot for voice and two time
slots for data by a single user group. This is used to support sectors with more than 60
users that also require real-time voice service. Can support up to 240 addressed aircraft
in one (large) user group.
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PART II — DETAILED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

. . .

5.  LINK LAYER PROTOCOLS
AND SERVICES

. . .

5.2    Mode 3 MAC sub-layer

. . .

5.2.1    MAC services for Mode 3

. . .

5.2.1.2    Channel occupancy. Channel occupancy shall be consideredis the amount of time spent on the
channel per access event.

5.2.1.32.1    For data operation, an access event shall consist of no more than 15 consecutive V/D (data) burst
opportunities. For downlink data transmission, an access event shall be the result of a single Reservation
Request.

5.2.1.42.2    For aircraft voice operation, an access event shall not be limited by the duration of the push-to-talk
(PTT) assertion or 35 seconds, whichever is lessto a fixed number of V/D (voice) burst opportunities. However,
vVoice accessoperation shall also honour the voice signalling information issued in the M_uplink burst. An
access event shall correspond with each push-to-talk (PTT) assertion. The maximum duration of a single aircraft
radio PTT event shall be limitedIn case the access event is terminated due to the 35 seconds limit or because
of M uplink burst information, an indication of the termination will be provided for the terminated user (see
Section 5.2.4.2.6). The PTT event shall be automatically terminated and the user being terminated shall be
alerted to the termination.

5.2.1.2.3    For ground voice operation, an access event shall be limited by the duration of the PTT assertion.

. . .

5.2.4.3.6    Supported Options Message. The ground LME shall transmit the Supported Options message in
response to the initial Poll Response of an aircraft entering the net. The aircraft MAC sublayer shall provide the
supported options information to the aircraft LME.

Note.— See Section 5.4.2.1.2.1 for LME actions and Table B-9 for options supported. 
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5.2.2    MAC protocol framework

. . .

5.2.2.1    Timing structure

Media access for Mode 3 shall observe the system timing structure described in this section. Observing this
timing structure shall be a necessary but not a sufficient condition for media access, as the procedures of 5.2.4
shall also be observed.

. . .

5.2.2.1.2.1    Timing Accuracy (Timing State 1). While in Timing State 1 (see Section 5.2.4.1.4) an aircraft
radio’s slot timing error shall be less than 1 symbol period.

Note.— The correct slot timing for an aircraft radio in TS1 is equal to that of its associated
ground station plus an offset equal to the ground-to-air propagation time.

5.2.2.1.2.2    Timing Accuracy (Timing State 2 or 3). While in Timing State 2 or 3 (see Section 5.2.4.1.4) an
aircraft radio’s slot timing shall drift at a rate no greater than ±5 ppm.

Note.— This drift rate, in conjunction with an assumed maximum drift rate of ±2 ppm for
a ground station, provides the rationale for the timing rules specified in Section 5.2.4.1.

. . .

5.2.2.1.5    External time reference interface. The VDL Mode 3 ground stations shall have the option to
synchronize their station TDMA system timing clocks to a common absolute time standard. This external time
source shall provide a timing strobe once per second on the second and a means to identify epoch boundaries.
For purposes of providing epoch strobes, the external time source shall be aligned to universal coordinated time
(UTC) on 6 January 1980 with no further leap second adjustments. 

Note 1.— UTC is not easily usable as a time source for VDL Mode 3 because UTC requires
leap second adjustments at irregular intervals.

Note 2.— GPS system time was aligned to UTC time on 6 January 1980, but now differs by
an integral number of seconds. (A GPS receiver calculates GPS system time and provides conversion to UTC
time by adding the appropriate number of leap seconds. This number is available as part of the GPS
navigation message.) Any other absolute time source which is traceable to UTC without leap second
adjustments is also suitable as an external time source for VDL Mode 3.

Note 3.— Synchronization of aircraft radios to a common external time source is not
required for Mode 3 operation. 

. . .
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5.2.2.4    System configurations. The VDL Mode 3 equipment shall recognize and support the set of system
configurations identified in Table 5-4.

Note 1.— All the configurations except 3T are called non-3T configurations.

Note 2.— See the Implementation Aspects of this manual for the applications and
descriptions of each system configuration.

5.2.2.5    Media access control cycle

Media access shall be based on a MAC cycle of 240 ms (two consecutive TDMA frames, denoted even and
odd frames, Figure 5-2a)). 

Note.— MAC cycles for each system configuration are shown in the Implementation Aspects
of this manual.

5.2.2.5.1    Logical burst access channels. For all configurations (except 3T, 3S and 2S1X)4V, 2V2D, 3V,
3V1D, and 2V1D, VDL Mode 3 shall grant media access individually for each of up to 8 separate Logical Burst
Access Channels (LBACs) numbered 1-8. A description of each LBAC for these cases (other than 3T, 3S and
2S1X) shall be asis given by Table 5-5. For the 3T configuration, VDL Mode 3 shall grant media access
individually for each of up to 18 separate LBACs numbered 1-18. A description for each LBAC for the 3T
configuration shall be asis given by Table 5-2. For the 3S configuration, VDL Mode 3 shall grant media access
individually for each of up to 10 separate LBACs numbered 1-10. A description for each LBAC for the 3S
configuration shall be asis given by Table 5-3a). For the 2S1X configuration, VDL Mode 3 shall grant media
access individually for each of up to 7 separate LBACs numbered 1-7. A description for each LBAC for the
2S1X configuration shall be asis given by Table 5-3b). For the 1V3D configuration, VDL Mode 3 shall grant
media access individually for each of up to 16 separate LBACs numbered 1-16. A description of each LBAC
for the 1V3D configuration is given by Table 5-3d). For the 1V2D configuration, VDL Mode 3 shall grant media
access individually for each of up to 12 separate LBACs numbered 1-12. A description of each LBAC for the
1V2D configuration is given by Table 5-3e).

Note.— MAC cycles for each system configuration are shown labelled with each LBAC in
the Implementation Aspects of this manual.

5.2.2.5.2    Burst access timing. The system configuration code provided in the M uplink burst
(Appendix B, 2.1) shall be used by the aircraft VDL station in conjunction with the timing reference point to
establish proper burst timing. For all configurations 4V, 2V2D, 3V, 3V1D , and 2V1D(except 3T, 3S and
2S1X)., LBACs shall be established according to Table 5-1; for the 3T configuration, LBACs shall be
established according to Table 5-2; for the 3S configuration, LBACs shall be established according to
Table 5-3a); and for the 2S1X configuration, LBACs shall be established according to Table 5-3b); for the
1V3D configuration, LBACs shall be established according to Table 5-3d); and for the 1V2D configuration,
LBACs shall be established according to Table 5-3e). The timing reference point (TRP) shall be established
per 5.2.4.1. The relative timings among the TRPs of different user groups for the various system configurations
are shown in Table 5-3c).

. . .

5.2.3    Aircraft MAC service system parameters
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. . .

5.2.3.1.1    Validity window. Due to the 1 symbol period accuracy assumed for the aircraft radio timing, the
aircraft radio shall establish a validity window also equal to ± 1 symbol period. A timing beacon (with
appropriate Slot ID and Ground Station Code) shall be considered valid (, i.e., acceptable for aircraft radio
timing updates), if it is received within the validity window with respect to the previous beacon’s timing
reference. 

5.2.3.1.2 Alternative validity window. To support selective keying operation, tThe alternative validity
window is shall be defined where the validity window is expanded so that any beacon withinto extend from
–K(n+1)+1 to +1 symbol periods is valid, where K = 4 for 4-slot configurations and K = 8 for 3-slot
configurations and n is the squelch window parameter. (Note that the normal squelch window for voice
reception is unchanged.) To allow an aircraft radio to adapt in a timely manner to an abrupt change in the
location of a beacon transmitter, thean aircraft radios shall extend its validity window to include all relative times
whenever its counter CTC1 exceeds 24. The requirement to use the alternate validity window shall be indicated
by transmitting an Aircraft ID = 62 in the polling field (see Table B-4 of Appendix B to these Technical
Specifications).

Note.— This definition takes into account the 1 symbol period accuracy assumed for the
aircraft radio timing. It is also designed to support site diversity and selective keying operation, where it
is desirable that the aircraft radio should base its timing on the signal from the closest ground site.

5.2.3.1.2    Receipt of Beacon Information. Aircraft radios shall decode and process information contained in
any ground beacon signal with a Slot ID and Ground Station Code appropriate for the aircraft radio’s current
net.

Note.— Although an aircraft radio must use the validity window to restrict which ground
beacons it should use to update its timing, it should accept and react to any ground beacon associated with
its net. This allows an aircraft radio to have its timing based on the closest ground site, while getting system
information in the most timely manner.

. . .

5.2.4    Description of procedures

Media access shall observe the procedures described in this Section in addition to observing the timing structure
limitations of 5.2.2.1.

5.2.4.1    Timing acquisition and maintenance

5.2.4.1.1    Primary timing source (PTSreference). The aircraft VDL station shall derive its primary timing
from the received M uplink burst (LBAC 11 for 3T configuration, either LBAC 5, 7 or 9 for 3S configuration,
either LBAC 4 or 6 for 2S1X, LBAC 9 for 1V3D, LBAC 7 for 1V2D, and LBAC 5 for other configurations)
associated with its assigned user group and Ground Station Code. The timing reference point shall be
established based on the centre of the first received symbol of the synchronization sequence at the antenna port
of the M uplink burst associated with the user group assigned. VDL Mode 3 media access opportunities for
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transmitted bursts shall be set relative to this reference in terms of transmitted symbol periods as shown in
Tables 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3. 

Note 1.— To remain in the normal timing state (TS1), an aircraft VDL station should
maintain its primary timing to within ± 1 symbol period of the correct time based on the position of the
aircraft relative to the ground station. This timing tolerance is the basis for developing the timing state
transition rules of 5.2.4.1.4 and 5.2.4.1.5. Refer to 5.2.3.1 for this timing accuracy requirement.

Note 2.— The relative timings among the TRPs of the different user groups are as shown in
Table 5-3c).

5.2.4.1.2    Alternate timing reference. When required by the procedures of 5.2.4.1.3 through 5.2.4.1.5, the
aircraft VDL station shall derive alternate timing in truncate timing state 2 (TS2) from alternate timing sources
(ALTSs). ALTSs are poll responses (except in the 3T configuration) associated with the user group or another
user group (if available) and M uplink bursts in slots other than the one controlling the aircraft radio’s user group
received during that MAC cycle. 

5.2.4.1.2.1    An aircraft radio in TS0 will accept ALT timing originating from a ground station, yet remain in
TS0, if the ground station M uplink burst indicates the aircraft radio is tuned to a data slot of a voice and data
system configuration.

5.2.4.1.2.2    An aircraft radio in TS0 shall accept ALT timing originating from a ground station.

5.2.4.1.2.3    This alternate timing shall be derived based on the first received symbol of the synchronization
sequence of the received poll responses or uplink M bursts. The aircraft VDL station shall accept timing from
ALTSs if they obey the following rule:

Tr < Ta + 0.04 · CTC2 · Ts

where Ta is the expected time of an ALTS as determined by the aircraft radio’s clock, Tr is the actual time of
arrival of the ALTS with respect to the aircraft radio’s clock, Ts is the symbol period, and CTC2 is the current
value of the CTC2 counter (defined in 5.2.4.1.3). If CTC2 is greater than 800, all ALTS time updates shall be
accepted. If the time is updated, CTC2 shall be reset to 0.

. . .

5.2.4.1.5    Timing state transitions. When in TS1, an aircraft VDL station in non-3T configurations shall
transition through TS2 before entering TS3. An aircraft VDL station in 3T configuration shall transition from
TS1 through a non-transmit transition period before entering TS3. When in TS3, the aircraft VDL station shall
accept time from any ALTS and enter TS2. Any aircraft VDL station shall immediately revert to TS1 upon
reception of a valid primary timing signal.

5.2.4.1.5.1    During a PTT event, no timing state transition (except for transition to TS0 in response to a new
tuning command) shall occur until that PTT event is completed. For data transmissions, a timing state transition
shall be delayed (except for transition to TS0 in response to a new tuning command) until the current message
transmission is completed. In the event that an aircraft VDL station is engaged in a PTT event and a data event
(transmit or receive) simultaneously, the timing state transition shall be delayed until both events are completed.
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5.2.4.1.6    Dummy poll responses. When an aircraft radio receives an uplink M channel message with value
61 or 62 (Appendix B, 2.1.5) in the Aircraft ID (Poll) field, indicating that the ground station does not support
discrete addressing, an aircraft radio shall transmit dummy Poll Responses in downlink M slots reserved for Poll
Response. The format of a dummy Poll Response shall be identical to a regular Poll Response. Dummy Poll
Responses shall not be processed by the controlling ground station. The MAC cycle in which to transmit the
dummy Poll Responses shall be chosen by the following algorithm:

5.2.4.1.6.1    Immediately after net initialization, after determining that the uplink Beacon contains Aircraft ID
= 61 or 62, divide all further MAC cycles into groups of 25. Within each group, choose one MAC cycle at
random from 1 to 25 in which to transmit a dummy Poll Response. Continue to transmit dummy Poll Responses
for as long as the aircraft radio remains in timing state TS1.

. . .

5.2.4.2    Voice operation support. The aircraft VDL station shall grant media access on a MAC cycle-by-MAC
cycle basis based on the timing state and the voice signalling information received in the M uplink burst of the
previous MAC cycle. The rules for media access shall be as described in Table 5-9. Furthermore, if Table 5-9
indicates 'Access', the MAC subnlayer shall determine if there was a V/D (voice) burst in the previous TDMA
frame from another user. If so, access shall be granted if the V/D (voice) header indicated an EOM; otherwise,
the access shall be denied.

5.2.4.2.1    The MAC sublayer shall set the CTS flag for the Voice Unit (Section 8.4.3) when access is allowed;
otherwise, the CTS flag is cleared. The setting of the CTS flag for each TDMA frame shall coincide with the
MAC timing associated with when the V/D (voice) burst is to be transmitted per Tables 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3 as
appropriate. The conditions of both the timing state and the signalling shall be met in order to be granted access
in a given MAC cycle. The aircraft station shall process received V/D (voice) bursts with correct Group ID
while in timing states TS1 and TS2.

Note 1.— Reception of voice in TS0 is not required. Transmission of voice in TS0 is not
permitted.

Note 2.— Reception and transmission of voice in TS3 are specified separately in Section
5.2.4.2.2 TS3 Voice Operation.

5.2.4.2.12    The Voice Unit (Section 8 of these Technical Specifications) shall be notified of the timing state
during each MAC cycle.

5.2.4.2.23    The maximum duration of an aircraft PTT event shall be limited to no more than 35 seconds
(approximately 145 MAC cycles). Aircraft VDL station shall automatically terminate the PTT event upon
reaching this limit.

5.2.4.2.34    Any aircraft VDL station transmitting a voice signal shall cease transmitting if it receives a valid
uplink M channel signal with the Voice Signal code set to any value other than 012 (occupied). (See 2.1.4 of
Appendix B.) This rule shall apply for the duration of the PTT event, starting two cycles after the first voice
burst transmission.

5.2.4.2.5    Free Running Voice Operation. While in TS3, the aircraft station shall process all V/D (voice)
bursts without regard to Group ID. Multiple V/D (voice) bursts with different Group ID shall be processed on
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a first-come-first-serve basis, regardless of Group ID. Once a particular V/D (voice) burst is processed, the
aircraft station shall continue to process only V/D (voice) bursts from the same user until EOM is indicated.

5.2.4.2.5.1    The aircraft station in TS3 timing state shall maintain system timing autonomously. While in TS3,
the aircraft station shall transmit V/D (voice) bursts in the assigned time slot based on the system timing
maintained by the aircraft.
Note.— Without beacons and ALT available to correct its time, an aircraft station in TS3 is expected to drift
relative to UTC at a rate determined by the stability of its reference oscillator.

5.2.4.2.6    User Notification. The aircraft station shall notify the users if any of the following events occurs:

a) Voice transmission (including unintentional transmission) is stopped when received uplink
M burst voice signal code is other than 01b,

b) PTT event exceeds the 35-second limit,

c) PTT is asserted while access is not allowed (see Table 5-9).

Note.— The methods used for user notification are beyond the scope of this document.
Notification to the user could, as an example, be implemented as signalling to the transceiver external
interface or implemented as a short duration audible signal that is mixed with the received audio.

5.2.4.3    Link management support

. . .

5.2.4.3.2    Net entry request message. When directed by the LME (see Section 5.4), the airborne aircraft MAC
sub-layer shall transmit a Net Entry Request message. The MAC sub-layer shall attempt transmission in LBAC
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 13, 15 or 17 for 3T configuration, LBAC 1, 3 or 7 for 2V2D configuration, LBAC 3, 5, 7,
11, 13, or 15 for 1V3D configuration, LBAC 3, 5, 9, or 11 for 1V2D configuration, and LBAC 1 for 4V, 3V,
3S, 2S1X, 3V1D and 2V1D configurations, when these LBAC channels are available for random access (RA)
on a slotted aloha basis.

. . .

5.2.4.3.4.1    The aircraft station shall stop all transmitting and receiving activities on that net after the aircraft
MAC sublayer sends the Leaving Net message.

5.2.4.3.4.2    Tuning to Next Net. Upon completion of the Leaving Net message transmission, the aircraft LME
shall automatically tune to the next net, provided that the aircraft LME has received the Next Net information.

Note.— It is not necessary for the aircraft to acknowledge the Next Net message to initiate
Leaving Net message transmission.

5.2.4.3.5    Terminate Net Message. Upon reception of the Terminate Net message, the aircraft MAC shall clear
the Local ID association and revert to an aircraft ID of 61, and notify the LME of the loss of discrete-addressed
services. The Terminate Net message format shall be as defined in Appendix B, Section 2.14. After the receipt
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of the Terminate Net message, the aircraft station shall begin the delayed net entry procedures described in
Section 5.4.2.1.2.

5.2.4.3.7    Multiple Radio Installations. If multiple radios are installed on an aircraft station and are operating
on the same channel, the radio systems shall coordinate their MAC sublayers, as necessary, so that only one
radio acknowledges to polls and next net messages, and that one radio acknowledges uplink V/D (data) uplink
bursts.

Note.— This requirement is to resolve issues with multiple radios tuned to the same net, or
for system configurations 3V1D/2V1D with multiple radios sharing the same data slot regardless of different
local identifiers. Arbitration of downlink messaging in these cases is already handled by the router.

5.2.4.4    Data operation support

. . .

5.2.4.4.3    Downlink data transfer

. . .

5.2.4.4.3.4    Reservation request retransmission. The aircraft radio shall select a downlink M-burst LBAC for
random access Reservation Request Retransmission based on the process of Appendix D and the random
number generator algorithm of Appendix C. The Reservation Request Retransmission shall be repeated until
one of the following occurs: (1) a valid response is received, (2) a poll is received, or (3) the number of
retransmissions exceeds NM1 (defined in Section 5.2.3.3). The value of NM1 is given in Table 5-7a). When
the number of reservation request retransmissions exceeds NM1, random accessthe reservation request
retransmission shall be terminated. After the random access reservation request retransmissions have been
terminated, the aircraft station shall continue to provide the data reservation in poll responses and the LME (5.4)
shall be notified.

. . .

5.3    Mode 3 data link service sub-layer

5.3.1    Services

The DLS sub-layer services shall be carried over the TDMA V/D (data) slot. These services shall include error
detection and recovery, and address identification.

Note.— Frame sequencing is assumed to be provided by the Media Access Control protocol.

5.3.3    Data link service system parameters

The parameters needed by the DLS sub-layer shall be as listed in Table 5-14 and detailed in 5.3.3.1 and 5.3.3.2.

5.3.3.1    Timer T3 (link initialization time). Timer T3 shall be the time that a data link entity waits for a
CTRL_RSP frame before retransmitting a CTRL_CMD frame. Timer T3 shall be started upon transmission
of a CTRL_CMD frame.
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5.3.3.2    Parameter N1 (Maximum frame group size). The N1 parameter shall indicates the maximum frame
group size in octets. The value of parameter N1 includes all DLS frame headers of its component frames. The
maximum INFO frame that a station can accept shall be limited by the parameter N1 minus 6 octets for the DLS
frame header.

. . .

5.4    Mode 3 link management entity

5.4.1    Services

The LME sub-layer shall provide link establishment and release services between local DLS and remote DLS.
It shall deliver link status information to the subnetwork dependent convergent function (SNDCF), DLS and
voice unit.

5.4.2    Operation procedures

. . .

5.4.2.1    Link Establishment

5.4.2.1.1    Net Initialization. Before the link establishment procedure, the aircraft VDL station shall initialize
to initial timing state 0 (TS0) and set parameters CTC1, CTC2 and CTC3 to max(f-50, t). The aircraft station
shall enter TS0 either at the end of the transmission of the Leaving Net message (for discrete-addressed
operation) or upon receipt of a new tuning command at the radio (for non-discrete-addressed operation). The
first part of the link establishment procedure shall be the acquisition of the M uplink burst (LBAC 11 for 3T
configuration, LBAC 5, 7 or 9 for 3S configuration, LBAC 4 or 6 for 2S1X, LBAC 9 for 1V3D configuration,
LBAC 7 for 1V2D configuration, and LBAC 5 for other configurations) associated with the specified user group
identifier. Upon receipt of two consecutive M uplink bursts containing the identical information (i.e. System
Configuration, Squelch Window, Slot ID and Ground Station Code) in bits 5-8 of octet 2 and all of octet 3 of
the uplink burst, the LME shall declare the net initialized and shall establish the net operating parameters based
on the static information contained in bits 5-8 of octet 2 and all of octet 3. Configurations 3S and 2S1X shall
be considered initialized when at least one of the wide area coverage slots provide two consecutive M uplink
bursts containing the same information in bits 5-8 of octet 2 and all of octet 3. Upon net initialization, the aircraft
VDL station shall transition from TS0 to TS1.

5.4.2.1.1.1    Upon receipt of two consecutive M uplink bursts containing the identical information (i.e. System
Configuration, Squelch Window, Slot ID and Ground Station Code) in bits 5-8 of octet 2 and all of octets 1-3
of the uplink burst, the LME shall declare the net initialized and shall establish the net operating parameters
based on the static information contained in bits 5-8 of octet 2 and all of octets 1-3. In Cconfigurations 3S and
2S1X the LME shall declare the netbe considered initialized when at least one of the wide area coverage slots
provide two consecutive M uplink bursts containing the same information in bits 5-8 of octet 2 and all of octets
1-3. Upon net initialization, the aircraft VDL station shall transition from TS0 to TS1.
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5.4.2.1.1.21    If the aircraft VDL station is unable to enter TS1, it shall search for ALTSs to determine the
number of slots in its net and enter TS2. If CTC3 equals parameter f before the aircraft VDL station enters
TS2, it shall enter TS3. Prior to net initialization, voice access shall be inhibited.

5.4.2.1.1.3    Transition from TS0 to TS2 or TS3 shall be prohibited (see Section 5.2.4.1.2) if an ALT received
from a ground station (i.e., an uplink beacon from a ground station operating in another time slot) contains
system configuration information that indicates that the aircraft radio has incorrectly tuned to a data slot.

Note.— Net Initialization is a prerequisite for the next step of Net Entry, however with Net
Initialization only, basicdedicated voice servicescircuits (Section 8 of these Technical Specifications) can
be supported.

5.4.2.1.2    Net Entry. The net entry procedure shall begin with the aircraft station transmitting a Net Entry
Request message following a successful net initialization. The transmission of the Net Entry Request message
and the subsequent retransmission, if enabled, shall follow the procedures described in Appendix D. The Net
Entry retransmission shall continue until a Net Entry Response message is received or the number of
retransmissions reaches NL1. After NL1 retries (Table 5-10a)), the SN-SME shall be notified. If a Net Entry
Response message is received, the aircraft station shall transmit a Poll Response message in the next MAC
cycle. If the Net Entry Response message is of type “previous link preserved”, the aircraft TL3 timer
(Table 5-10a)) shall be stopped.

Note.— All configurations that offer one or more data circuit(s) must support net entry
(3V1D, 2V2D, 2V1D, 1V3D, 1V2D, and 3T). The voice only configurations (3V, 4V, 3S and 2S1X) may
support net entry if discrete addressing is enabled by the ground user.

5.4.2.1.2.1    Upon receiving a Net Entry Request message, the ground shall check the aircraft ICAO address.
If this address has been assigned a Local ID and the TL3 timer has not been started, the ground shall transmit
the Net Entry Response message of type “previous link preserved.” When the Poll Response message is
received by the ground station, the ground station shall respond by sending a Reservation Response, contained
within a Supported Options message, to the entering aircraft during the next MAC cycle. This message shall be
either a reservation or a RACK if data slots were requested or a “no reservation” indicationmessage if no data
slots were requested.

5.4.2.1.2.2    If the aircraft ICAO address has not been assigned a Local ID, the ground shall assign the next
available Local User ID to the requesting aircraft and the pending disconnect link table shall be examined. If the
aircraft ICAO address is found in the table, the link status shall be reinstated, the TL3 timer shall be stopped,
and the link port address shall be changed to the new radio station port address. The ground shall transmit the
Net Entry Response message of type “previous link preserved”. When the Poll Response message is received
by the ground station, the ground station shall respond by sending a Reservation Response, contained within
a Supported Options message, to the entering aircraft during the next MAC cycle. This message shall be either
a reservation or a RACK if data slots were requested or a “no reservation” message indication if no data slots
were requested. 

5.4.2.1.2.3    If the aircraft ICAO address is not found in the table and a Local ID has been assigned, the ground
shall transmit the Net Entry Response message of type “no previous link”. When the Poll Response message
is received by the ground station, the ground station shall respond by sending a Reservation Response, contained
within a Supported Options message, to the entering aircraft during the next MAC cycle. This message shall be
either a reservation or a RACK if data slots were requested or a “no reservation” message indication if no data
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slots were requested. If an aircraft receives a Net Entry Response message of type “no previous link”, it shall
also form a join event message, as required by the supported network stack, and deliver it to the air router.

5.4.2.1.2.4    If there are already 60 aircraft in the net when the Net Entry Request message is received, the
ground LME shall respond with a Net Entry Response message with the local identifier field set to 0 indicating
that the net is currently full. The aircraft radio shall then use an Aircraft ID of 61 when communicating with the
ground station and other aircraft to indicate that it has not entered the net, when communicating with the ground
station and other aircraft. When an aircraft radio is in this state, it shall continue to monitor all Net Entry
Response messages in order to detect a delayed Net Entry Response message addressed to it via its aircraft
ICAO address. Upon receipt of such a message, the aircraft radio shall change its Local ID to the value
provided.

Note 1.— There is no limit on how many aircraft can use the aircraft ID of 61
simultaneously. 

Note 2.— Aircraft radios receiving a “Net Full” indication in the Net Entry Response
message cannot avail themselves of services requiring discrete addressing until a valid Local ID is provided
via the delayed net entry process. From that point forward the aircraft radio can participate in all discrete-
addressed services it can support. For example, data-capable radios can begin link negotiation via XIDs at
this time.

Note 3.— In order to provide a delayed net entry capability, the ground station must
maintain a time ordered list of potential net entrants. As they become available due to aircraft leaving the
net, Local ID numbers should be distributed to waiting aircraft radios on a first-come-first-served basis.

5.4.2.1.2.5    If a duplicate Net Entry Request message is received it shall be discarded.

Note.— A Net Entry Request message is considered to be a duplicate if a ground station
receives a retransmitted Net Entry Request while it is still processing a previously received Net Entry Request
from the same aircraft.

5.4.2.1.2.6    If the requesting aircraft does not receive a Reservation message from the ground in the next MAC
cycle after transmitting the Poll Response message, it shall restart the net entry procedure.

Note 1.— The GNI provides a connection management function across multiple ground
stations such that the same subnetwork connections are maintained with aircraft served by those ground
stations. A description of the GNI function is provided in the Implementation Aspects of this manual.

Note 2.— A Net Entry Request message is considered to be a duplicate if a ground station
receives a retransmitted Net Entry Request while it is still processing a previously received Net Entry Request
from the same aircraft.

Note 3.— Aircraft receiving a “Net Full” indication in the Net Entry Response message are
expected to operate in a limited manner until the pilot manually directs the LME to re-initiate the Net Entry
Process.

5.4.2.1.2.7    Supported Options. The final uplink in the net entry process includes the Supported Option
message. The aircraft LME shall enable or disable the options indicated in the message. The options shall be
as defined in Table B-9.
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. . .

5.4.2.1.3.4    Exceptional cases

. . .

5.4.2.1.3.4.2    Unacceptable parameters. If the parameters in the CTRL_RSP_LE from the ground LME are
not acceptable to the aircraft LME, then the aircraft LME shall notify the MAC to send a Leaving Net M burst
tosend a CTRL_RSP_LCR frame and terminate the data link connection, and then reset to an Aircraft Identifier
of 61 to indicate the lack of discrete-addressed services.

Note.— The CTRL_RSP_LCR frame will terminate the data link connection, but the aircraft
radio will retain its Local ID number. It will then be able to continue participating in Enhanced Voice
functions. There is no point to the radio reattempting Net Entry to this ground station, as it will continue to
fail to establish the connection.

. . .

5.4.2.4    Link Maintenance. The ground LME shall periodically poll each aircraft participating in the net using
the Poll Request message, no more frequently than once per 6 seconds. If the ground LME receives a Poll
Response message it shall reset the Polling Reply Counter (NL2) to 0. Otherwise, the ground LME shall
increment the Polling Reply Counter.

. . .

5.4.2.5    Recovery

5.4.2.5.1    The recovery procedure shall be initiated when either the ground or aircraft protocol stack has lost
state information needed to communicate with the aircraft. Both the ground and aircraft VDL shall operate in
the recovery mode until connections are re-established with all responding aircraft. If an aircraft loses protocol
state information, it shall send a CTRL_RSP frame with LCR Cause XID indicating an appropriate code, when
possible, followed by the aircraft attempting to do part or all of the Link Establishment Connection procedures
as per 5.4.2.1, whatever is necessary to re-establish the link with the ground station.

Note 1.— An example of the VDL Mode 3 protocol states and state transitions is given in
Section 13 of the ICAO VDL Mode 3 Implementation Manual.

Note 2.— Depending on the extent of the loss of the protocol state information, the aircraft
station may or may not be capable of sending a CTRL_RSP frame. For example, if only the DLS protocol
state information is lost it may be necessary for the aircraft station to do only Link Negotiation, bypassing
Net Initialization and Net Entry, in order to re-establish the link with the ground station.

5.4.2.5.2    After the ground enters intobegins recovery state, it shall broadcast a Recovery message to instruct
all aircraft to enter into the same conditionstate. Both the ground and aircraft stations shall undertake recovery
procedures until connections are re-established with all responding aircraft. While in the recovery
procedurestate, the ground station shall attempt to sequentially contact each possible aircraft identifier to
determine which identifiers are in use. 
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Note.— The recovery procedure allows the normal net entry process to be bypassed to
re-establish contact with aircraft that are still in the ground station coverage area when the recovery
procedure is invoked.

. . .

5.4.3.2.4 Timer TL4 (polling interval). Timer TL4 shall represent the maximum number of elapsed
MAC cycles between receipt of two consecutive polls. Timer TL4 shall be started upon receipt of a poll. Upon
expiration of this timer, the LME shall notify the DLS, SNDCF and the Voice Unit and attempt to re-establish
the link by sending a Net Entry message to the ground station upper layers shall be notified.

. . .

5.4.3.3.1.1 General public parameters. The general public parameters’ XID information field shall be
encoded as defined in ISO 8885, with the addition of private parameter data link layer subfields as defined in
ISO 8885. The format identifier, hexadecimal 82, shall be used (per ISO 4335.2, Annex C) to identify the public
parameter list identified in ISO 8885. The VDL Mode 3 shall use the public parameter group ID of hexadecimal
80 to indicate negotiation of the common parameters. The public parameter set ID shall be included in CTRL
frames if other public parameters are included; the public parameter set ID shall not be included in the CTRL
frame if other public parameters are not included. Only the public parameters Unique Identifier (also known as
Parameter Set Identifier), Maximum information field length - transmit and receive (N1), Acknowledgment timer
(T1), and Retransmission attempts (N2) shall apply to the VDL Mode 3 system.

Note.— A Control Frame example is contained in the Manual on the Implementation of the Very High
Frequency (VHF) Digital Link Mode 3 (VDL Mode 3) of ICAO.

. . .

5.4.3.3.4.1.8 Assigned Altitude Parameter.  The Assigned Altitude parameter, used by the ground
station, shall be encoded as an unsigned 16-bit integer in units of 1 foot relative to mean sea level per Table 5-
28g).

. . .

6.    SUBNETWORK LAYER
PROTOCOLS AND SERVICES

. . .

6.2    Subnetwork layer protocol for VDL Mode 3

. . .

6.2.3   Make-before-break (MbB) operation

. . .
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6.2.3.1.1    GNIp-Group Addressing. For the group of GNIs that are associated with the same ATN router, a
primary GNI, represented as GNIp, shall be designated. Each GNIp shall be assigned a non-zero identifier that
is unique with respect to the set of GNIps that an aircraft can contact at any one time. The identifier shall be
6 bits in length and is denoted the ground subnetwork address per 5.3.2.4.1. The group of GNIs associated with
a GNIp is denoted the GNIp-group.

. . .

APPENDIX E — ISO 8208 COMPRESSION DEFINITION

. . .

6.8    REJECT procedures

6.8.1    Incorrect format. When the XDCE receives from the peer XDCE a VDL Mode 3 DATA Packet from
the peer XDCE with incorrect format of or whose packet sequence number (PS) is not within the defined
window or is out of sequence, it shall discard the received packet and send a VDL Mode 3 REJECT Packet
to the peer XDCE via the Internetworking Process. Otherwise, the ISO 8208 subnetwork interface will never
be capable of resequencing out of order packets. The VDL Mode 3 Packet shall indicate a value of PR for
which retransmission of the VDL Mode 3 DATA Packets is to begin. The XDCE shall discard subsequent
out-of-sequence VDL Mode 3 DATA Packets whose receipt occurs while the VDL Mode 3 REJECT Packet
response is still outstanding.

. . .

8.    VOICE UNIT FOR MODE 3

8.1    Services

Voice Unit services for VDL Mode 3 are specified in Annex 10, Volume III, Part I, Chapter 6. Detailed Voice
Unit specifications are provided in the following sections.

8.2    Speech encoding

The Voice Unit shall analyze, encode and forward error correct the user’s speech at a total bit rate of 4 800 bps.

. . .

8.2.3    Vocoder frame bit ordering

8.2.3.1    The 96 bits of the vocoder frame shall be ordered as follows:
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For the DVSI VC-20 ATC-10B implementation, the vocoder encoder frame shall consist of the concatenation
of twenty-four 4-bit words output from the vocoder board. For the 4-bit bus, the bit designated as TXD3
(DIN41612 connector pin C4) shall be designated as the msb of the 4-bit word. The first 4-bit word output from
the vocoder decoder board shall be, each transmitted msb first and in each 4-bit word the msb shall be
transmitted first. The VC-20 ATC-10B vocoder decoder frame shall consist of the concatenation of twenty-four
4-bit words input to the vocoder board. The first four bits in the 96-bit vocoder frame received shall be the first
4-bit word of that frame. The first bit received in each 4-bit word is the msb and shall be input to RXD3
(DIN41612 connector pin C9) or its equivalent, each received msb first. For the VC-20 ATC-10B
implementation, the 4-bit control words which precede each vocoder frame shall not be considered part of the
96-bit vocoder frame. 

8.2.3.2    All other implementations shall conform to this bit ordering.

Note.— For other implementations, Iimplementers are advised to contact Digital Voice
Systems, Incorporated to ensure correct bit ordering to ensure interoperability with the VC-20 ATC-10B
based bit orderingif additional guidance is required.

8.2.4    Urgent Downlink Request (UDR) Signaling. The Voice Unit shall support signaling whereby the aircraft
station can notify the ground station user of an urgent desire to access the voice channel, when the voice
channel is otherwise occupied.

. . .

8.4    Description of procedures

8.4.1    Link establishment

8.4.1.1 Link initialization.  Upon Net Initialization (see  5.4.2.1.1), the aircraft LME shall provide
the Voice Unit with the net parameters as part of the LME’s net initialization procedure. These parameters shall
be the Slot ID and Squelch window.

Note.— For net initialization directly from TS0 to TS3, there will be no Slot ID information
and the Squelch window will be wide open.

. . .

8.4.3    Voice transmit function

Upon PTT activation, the voice unit shall set the Request-to-Send (RTS) flag to notify the MAC sub-layer that
the voice unit would like to transmit. The voice unit shall also check the Cleared-to-Send (CTS) flag (set by the
MAC sublayer, see Section 5.2.4.2) to determine if the channel is available. For non-3T configurations, the
MAC sub-layer shall set the CTS flag when the Voice Signal field of the uplink beacon indicates Voice channel
idle and either the V/D (voice) burst in the previous TDMA frame was not present, or the V/D (voice) header
indicated an EOM. Otherwise, the CTS shall be cleared. The setting of the CTS flag for each TDMA frame
shall coincide with the MAC timing associated with when the V/D (voice) burst is to be transmitted per Tables
5-1, 5-2 and 5-3 as appropriate.The timing of the CTS flag is described in Section 5.2.4.2. If the channel is
available (i.e. CTS indication flag set), the voice unit shall transmit the V/D (voice) burst. If, upon PTT, the
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channel is occupied (CTS flag cleared), the user shall beis notified. The final V/D (voice) burst transmitted as
a result of release of PTT shall be indicated by setting the EOM flag in the Header Segment of the burst.

. . .

8.4.3.2.3    Truncated mode formatting. The Voice Unit shall delay transmission of truncated bursts by 16
symbol periods relative to the nominal CTS signal.

Note.— This allows for 16 symbol periods of positive or negative timing drift.

8.4.3.2.4    The MID field of the V/D (voice) burst header shall be set to Downlink voice,: TS2, to indicate to
the receiver that the burst is truncated. 

8.4.3.2.5    If the Voice Unit is notified that it is to operate in normal or free running mode, the voice unit shall
transmit full length V/D (voice) bursts. In normal mode, the MID field of the V/D (voice) burst header shall be
set to Uplink voice for the ground stationVDL and to Downlink voice:, TS1, for the aircraft VDLstation. In free
running mode, the MID field of the V/D (voice) burst header shall be set to Downlink voice,: TS3. The Voice
Unit shall transmit the bursts at the nominal CTS signal.

8.4.3.3    Access pre-emption. If the CTS flag indication is lost during transmission (signalling a ground
pre-emption), the voice unit shall cease transmitting and shall process any received V/D (voice) bursts. The
ability to transmit voice after the CTS flag is cleared during a transmission shall be inhibited until PTT is reset
reasserted by the user (after which the voice access rules of Table 5-9 need to be reapplied).

Note.— Since TS2 and TS3 users cannot hear the ground station, they cannot be overridden
by the ground station. This aircraft RF channel unblocking capability is intended to prevent one of these
users from interfering with the proper voice operation of the sector.

8.4.3.4    Anti-blocking. If an aircraft radio has its PTT keyed and CTS is cleared (indicating the channel is
busy), voice transmission shall be inhibited until PTT is reasserted by the user (after which the voice access
rules of Table 5-9 need to be reapplied). Upon user command, the aircraft station shall unblock the cleared CTS
flag when the cleared flag is due to the channel being occupied by TS2 or TS3 voice activity.

Note 1.— The purpose of this requirement is to prevent a second user from transmitting a
partial communication immediately following the end of transmission of another user, which could lead
listeners to misunderstand the communications. 

Note 2.— As for the ability to disable the transmission inhibit, Table 5-9 is still applicable
to determine whether the transmitter is allowed to output to the voice channel.

8.4.3.5    Urgent Downlink Request (UDR). When the CTS indication is cleared and upon user command, the
MAC sublayer shall formulate a Reservation Request M burst message (or Poll Response M burst message, as
appropriate) setting the Voice Request field (Appendix B, Section 2.10.4) to 'Request Priority Access' and shall
transmit the M burst message at the next available opportunity. The slots used for sending and retransmitting
the urgent/priority message are chosen using the same rules that are used for making a data reservation request.
The aircraft station will continue sending the message until it receives a RACK.

Note.— Sending of a Reservation Request with the Voice Signal field indicating ‘No Request’
is used to cancel pending Urgent Downlink Requests. 
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8.4.3.5.1    Urgent Downlink Request Not Supported. If the Supported Options message or acknowledging
RACK indicates Urgent Downlink Request is not supported, the aircraft radio shall provide an indicator for the
user that the request has failed. Further attempts to transmit Urgent Downlink Request shall be inhibited while
the aircraft remains in that net.

8.4.4    Voice receive function

8.4.4.1    Pre-processing

8.4.4.1.1    Source filtering. The Squelch Window parameter shall be applied as specified by the LME. If the
voice burst is outside the squelch window defined in Table 8-1 for 4-slot configurations and Table 8-2 for 3-slot
configurations, the burst shall be assumed to be co-channel interference and shall be suppressed.

. . .

8.4.4.1.3    Source identification. The user Voice Unit shall indicatebe notified of the source (ground user or
aircraft user) of the received voice message (ground or air) based on the V/D (voice) burst headerentire Message
ID field. 

TABLES FOR THE MANUAL ON VHF DIGITAL LINK (VDL) MODE 3 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Table 5-1.  LBAC timing offset values for configurations
other than 3T, 3S and 2S1X4V, 2V2D, 3V, 3V1D and 2V1D

. . .

Table 5-3c).  Relative timing relationship for TRPs of
different user groups for all system configurations

Relative Timings Among TRPs of Different User Groups (Symbol Periods)

User Group ID 4V 3V1D 2V2D 3T
*

3V 3S*
*

2S1X**
*

2V1D 1V3D***
*

1V2D***
*

A 0 0 0 N/
A

0 0 0 0 0 0

B 315 315 315 0 420 420 N/A 420 0 0

C 630 630 N/A 0 840 840 840 N/A 0 0

D 945 N/A N/A 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0 0

* For 3T configuration, Group IDs B, C and D are treated as one user group.
** For 3S configuration, Group IDs A, B and C are treated as one user group.
*** For 2S1X configuration, Group ID’s A and C are treated as one user group.
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**** For 1V3D and 1V2D configurations, Group IDs A, B, C, and D are treated as one user group.

Insert new Tables 5-3d) and 5-3e):

Table 5-3d).  LBAC Description and Timing for 1V3D Configuration

LBAC # Applicability Description

Media Access Timing for Each
LBAC Relative to Timing
Reference Point (Symbol

Periods)
1 Air only M downlink poll response -1260
2 Air/ground V/D (voice) even frame -1195
3 Air only M downlink ACK or RA -945
4 Air/ground V/D (data) even frame -880
5 Air only M downlink ACK or RA -630
6 Air/ground V/D (data) even frame -565
7 Air only M downlink ACK or RA -315
8 Air/ground V/D (data) even frame -250
9 Ground only M uplink, timing reference point 0

10 Air/ground V/D (voice) odd frame 65
11 Air only M downlink ACK or RA 315
12 Air/ground V/D (data) odd frame 380
13 Air only M downlink ACK or RA 630
14 Air/ground V/D (data) odd frame 695
15 Air only M downlink ACK or RA 945
16 Air/ground V/D (data) odd frame 1010

Table 5-3e: LBAC Description and Timing for 1V2D Configuration

LBAC # Applicability Description

Media access timing for each
LBAC relative to timing
reference point (symbol

periods)
1 Air only M downlink poll response -1260
2 Air/ground V/D (voice) even frame -1142
3 Air only M downlink ACK or RA -840
4 Air/ground V/D (data) even frame -722
5 Air only M downlink ACK or RA -420
6 Air/ground V/D (data) even frame -302
7 Ground only M uplink, timing reference point 0
8 Air/ground V/D (voice) even frame 118
9 Air only M downlink ACK or RA 420

10 Air/ground V/D (data) odd frame 538
11 Air only M downlink ACK or RA 840
12 Air/ground V/D (data) odd frame 958

End of new tables.
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Table 5-4.  System configurations

System
Config.

User groups
supported/identifying

time slots*

Services to each
group

V/D slots
assigned to each

group

Normal
Range

4V 4/(A, B, C, D) Dedicated voice circuit A, B, C or D

3V1D 3/(A, B, C)
Dedicated voice circuit
w/shared data circuit

A/D, B/D or C/D

2V2D 2/(A, B)
Dedicated voice circuit
w/dedicated data
circuit

A/C or B/D

3T 1/(A)
Demand assigned
voice and data

B/C/D

1V3D 1/(A,B,C,D)
Dedicated voice circuit
w/ dedicated data
circuit

A/B/C/D

Long Range 3V 3/(A, B, C) Dedicated voice circuit A, B or C

3S 1/(A, B, C)
Dedicated voice circuit
with 3 station diversity

A/B/C

2S1X 1/(A, C)
Dedicated voice circuit
with 2 station diversity

A/C

2V1D 2/(A, B)
Dedicated voice circuit
w/shared data circuit

A/C or B/C

1V2D 1/(A, B, C)
Dedicated voice circuit
w/ dedicated data
circuit

A/B/C

* The term “identifying time slots” is defined as the value in the Slot Number field in the Beacon2 word
of the uplink M channel.
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Table 5-5.  Logical Burst Access Channel (LBAC) 
descriptions for configurations otherthan 3T, 3S and 2S1X4V, 2V2D, 3V, 3V1D and 2V1D

LBAC#* Applicability Description

1 air only M downlink burst used for poll response or Random Access (RA)

2 air, ground V/D (voice) burst even TDMA frame

3 air only M downlink burst used for ACK or RA even TDMA frame

4 air, ground V/D (data) burst even TDMA frame

5 ground only M uplink burst and timing reference point

6 air, ground V/D (voice) burst odd TDMA frame

7 air only M downlink burst used for ACK or RA odd TDMA frame

8 air, ground V/D (data) burst odd TDMA frame

* Used to identify burst opportunities in Table 5-1.

Note.— For 4V and 3V only LBACs 1, 2, 5, and 6 apply, as shown in Table 5-1.

Table 5-6.  Access rules for M downlink

Config-
uration

LBAC # Utilization of LBAC

RA ACK

Other
than

3T, 3S
and

2S1X4V,
2V2D,

3V,
3V1D
and

2V1D

1 LBAC 5 in previous MAC cycle did
not request a poll response

No acknowledgement allowed

3 LBAC 4 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
Header segment with EOM* = 1 

LBAC 4 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst Header
segment with EOM = 1

7 LBAC 8 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
Header segment with EOM = 1

LBAC 8 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst Header
segment with EOM = 1
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Config-
uration

LBAC # Utilization of LBAC

RA ACK

3T 1 Unconditional RA No acknowledgement allowed

. . .

2S1X 1 LBAC 4 in previous MAC cycle did
not request a poll response

No acknowledgement allowed

1V3D 1 N/A (Poll Response only) No acknowledgment allowed
3 LBAC 4 in previous MAC cycle did not

have an uplink V/D (data) burst header
with EOM=1

LBAC 4 in previous MAC cycle had an
uplink V/D (data) burst header with
EOM=1

5 LBAC 6 in previous MAC cycle did not
have an uplink V/D (data) burst header
with EOM=1

LBAC 6 in previous MAC cycle had an
uplink V/D (data) burst header with
EOM=1

7 LBAC 8 in previous MAC cycle did not
have an uplink V/D (data) burst header
with EOM=1

LBAC 8 in previous MAC cycle had an
uplink V/D (data) burst header with
EOM=1

11 LBAC 12 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
header with EOM=1

LBAC 12 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst header with
EOM=1

13 LBAC 14 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
header with EOM=1

LBAC 14 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst header with
EOM=1

15 LBAC 16 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
header with EOM=1

LBAC 16 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst header with
EOM=1

1V2D 1 N/A (Poll Response only) No acknowledgment allowed
3 LBAC 4 in previous MAC cycle did not

have an uplink V/D (data) burst header
with EOM=1

LBAC 4 in previous MAC cycle had an
uplink V/D (data) burst header with
EOM=1

5 LBAC 6 in previous MAC cycle did not
have an uplink V/D (data) burst header
with EOM=1

LBAC 6 in previous MAC cycle had an
uplink V/D (data) burst header with
EOM=1

9 LBAC 10 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
header with EOM=1

LBAC 10 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst header with
EOM=1

11 LBAC 12 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
header with EOM=1

LBAC 12 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst header with
EOM=1

* Defined in 3.1.2 of Appendix B.
. . .
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Table 5-7b).  Aircraft MAC service system parameters

System configuration

Symbol Parameter name 4V 3V1D 2V2D 3T 3V 2V1D 3S 2S1X 1V3D 1V2D

RE Net Entry
Randomizer

(Note 2)

3 8 8 8 3 8 3 3 8 8

RR Reservation Request
Randomizer

(Note 2)

3 8 8 8 3 8 3 3 8 8

RL Leaving Net
Randomizer

(Note 2)

3 8 8 8 3 8 3 3 8 8

WR Reservation Request
Delay (MAC cycle)

1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2

Note 1.— RE, RR, RL and WR are system configuration dependent.
Note 2.— Units for RE, RR, RL are in number of available time slots.

. . .

Table 5-9.  Conditions for voice media access (Aircraft VDLStation)

Voice signal field* encoding

Timing state Ground access Occupied Voice channel idle

Initial TS0** No access No access No access 

Normal TS1 No access Access permitted if
access granted in

previous MAC cycle

Access

Truncate TS2**
(non-3T)

Access Access Access

Transition**(3T
only)

No access No access No access

Free Running TS3** Access Access Access

* Defined in Appendix B,  2.1.4.
** The aircraft VDL station does not receive Voice Signal Field Encoding information in these cases.
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Table 5-10a).  LME system parameters

Symbol Parameter name Minimum Maximum Mode 3
default

Increment

WE Net Entry Request Delay 
(MAC cycle)

1 256 *See Table
5-10b)

1

NL1
(air)

Maximum net entry request
retry

1 128 20 1

NL2
(gnd)

Polling reply counter 1 255 3 1

TL3 Disconnect delay timer
(seconds)

5 s 30 s 10 s 1 s

TL4
(air)

Polling interval
(MAC_cycles)

1 3600 120See
Table 5-10b)

1

*Table 5-10b).  WE and TL4 parameters default values

System configuration

Symbol Parameter name 4V 3V1D 2V2D 3T 3V 2V1D 3S 2S1X 1V3D 1V2D

WE Net Entry Request
Delay (MAC cycle)

1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 4 4

TL4
(air)

Polling Interval
(MAC cycles)

480 120 120 120 480 120 240 240 480 480

Note.— This table takes into account the possibility that the first six system configurations
might be used in sectors with site diversity.

. . .
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Table 5-15a).  XID parameters

Air-initiated
link establishment

Link connection
rejection

Source Aircraft New ground
station

Any station

Destination Proposed ground
station

Aircraft Any station

XID parameters GI PI CTRL_CMD_LE CTRL_RSP_LE CTRL_RSP_LCR
CTRL_CMD_LCR

. . .

Private parameters (W)

Parameter set ID F0h 00h M M O

Algorithm version number F0h 01h O O O

Network initialization F0h 02h M M N/A

Connection check F0h 03h N/A N/A N/A

Version F0h 04h O O O

Authentication F0h 05h O O O

Subnetwork user data F0h 06h O O O

Assigned altitude F0h 07h O O O

NM1 F0h 42h N/A O N/A

. . .

Former_GNIp F0h 83h O O N/A

Counter NL2 F0h C1h N/A O N/A

. . .

Table 5-15b).  XID parameters
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Addressed link parameter modification Broadcast link
parameter

modification

Source Current ground
station

Aircraft Current ground
station

Destination Aircraft Current ground
station

Aircraft

XID parameters GI PI CTRL_CMD_LPM CTRL_RSP_LPM CTRL_CMD_LP
M(GSIF) 

. . .

Private parameters (W)

Parameter set ID F0h 00h O O O

Algorithm version
number

F0h 01h O N/A O

Network initialization F0h 02h O O O

Connection check F0h 03h O O O

Version F0h 04h N/A N/A O

Authentication F0h 05h O O O

Subnetwork user data F0h 06h O O O

Assigned altitude F0h 07h O O O

NM1 F0h 42h O N/A O

. . .

Former_GNIp F0h 83h O O O

Counter NL2 F0h C1h O N/A O

. . .

Table 5-18.  Timer T_ack parameter
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Parameter ID 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 Timer T_ack (ground
station)

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 Value

. . .

Insert new Table 5-28g) as follows:

Table 5-28g).  Assigned Altitude Parameter

Parameter ID 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 Assigned Altitude

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Parameter value v16 v15 v14 v13 v12 v11 v10 v9 Value

v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1

End of new table.

. . .

Table 8-1.  Source filtering squelch window matrix for 4-slot configurations

Aircraft Receiver State Squelch Window (Note 1) Ground Receiver
State Squelch

Window (Note 1)

State
Message Type

TS1
(Note 2)

TS2
(Note 2, Note 3)

TS3 
(Note 5)

TS1
(Note 2)

Uplink voice -1 to +1 -33 to +1 Wide Open
(Note 4)

NA

Downlink voice: TS1 -2 to +4(n+1) -34 to +4(n+1) Wide Open
(Note 4)

-1 to +(4n+3)

Downlink voice: TS2 -2 to +4(n+9) -34 to +4(n+9) Wide Open
(Note 4)

-1 to +(4n+35)
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Downlink voice: TS3 Wide Open
(Note 4)

Wide Open
(Note 4)

Wide Open
(Note 4)

Wide Open
(Note 4)

Note 1.— Each squelch window is defined relative to the nominal burst time in symbols.
Note 2.— n = squelch window parameter.
Note 3.— If n is unknown, then the default value is 6. N=7 is not a valid Squelch Window parameter.
Note 4.— Receive any such message with “correct” group ID if not already receiving a voice message.
Note 5.— In this column, “Wide open” implies that an aircraft radio will receive voice messages
without regard to Group ID based on the rules defined in Section 5.2.4.2.5.

Table 8-2.  Source filtering squelch window matrix for 3-slot configurations

Aircraft Receiver State Squelch Window (Note 1) Ground Receiver
State Squelch
Window (Note 1)

State
Message Type

TS1
(Note 2)

TS2
(Note 2, Note 3)

TS3 (Note 5) TS1
(Note 2)

Uplink voice -1 to +1 -33 to +1 Wide Open
(Note 4)

NA

Downlink voice: TS1 -2 to +8(n+1) -34 to +8(n+1) Wide Open
(Note 4)

-1 to +(8n+7)

Downlink voice: TS2 -2 to +8(n+5) -34 to +8(n+5) Wide Open
(Note 4)

-1 to +(8n+39)

Downlink voice: TS3 Wide Open
(Note 4)

Wide Open
(Note 4)

Wide Open
(Note 4)

Wide Open
(Note 4)

Note 1.— Each squelch window is defined relative to the nominal burst time in symbols.
Note 2.— n = squelch window parameter.
Note 3.— If n is unknown, then the default value is 7.
Note 4.— Receive any such message with “correct” group ID if not already receiving a voice message.
Note 5.— In this column, “Wide open” implies that an aircraft radio will receive voice messages
without regard to Group ID based on the rules defined in Section 5.2.4.2.5.
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APPENDIX B — FORMAT AND USAGE OF THE SYSTEM
DATA AND HEADER SEGMENTS FOR MODE 3 OPERATION

. . .

2.  M BURST

2.1  Non-3T configuration M uplink system data segment (generic elements)

. . .

Table B-1.  M burst messages

Message ID M bursts Paragraph
No. of this
appendix

0000 Normal message 2.2

0001 Net entry response message (no
previous link)

2.3

Uplink 0010 Net entry response message
(previous link preserved)

2.3

0011 Next net command message 2.4

0100 Recovery message 2.5

0101 Handoff check message 2.6

0110-0111 SpareTerminate net message 2.14

0111 Supported options message 2.15

Identified by
separate sync

sequence

Net entry request message 2.9

1000* Reservation request message 2.10

Downlink 1001* Acknowledgement message 2.11

1010* Leaving net message 2.12

1011-1111* Spare

1000** 4-slot configuration poll
response

2.10

1001** Spare 
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Message ID M bursts Paragraph
No. of this
appendix

1010** 3-slot configuration poll
response 

2.10

1011** Spare 

1100** 3T configuration poll response 2.10 

1101** Spare 

1110** Spare 

1111** Next net ACK 2.13

* Identified by standard synchronization sequence defined in Annex 10 Volume III, Part I, Chapter 6.
** Identified by special synchronization sequence for poll responses defined in Annex 10 Volume III, Part

I, Chapter 6.

2.1.3    System configuration. The system configuration is a 4-bit data field. The list of defined system
configurations is given in Table B-2.

Table B-2.  System configuration codes

Code System configuration

0000 4V

0001 3S 

0010 3V1D

0011 2V2D

0100 3T

0101 3V

0110 2V1D

0111 2S1X

1000 1V3D

1001 1V2D

100010-1111 Spare

. . .
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2.2  Normal message

. . .

Table B-6.  Reserved slot subfield encoding

Code Description 

0000 No Reservation Information

0001 RACK (UDR Supported)

0010 Spare RACK (UDR Not Supported)

0011 Spare

0100 Data Reservation (start in even B-slot)

0101 Data Reservation (start in odd B-slot)

0110 Data Reservation (start in even B-slot, skip
D)

0111 Data Reservation (start in odd B-slot, skip
D)

1000 Data Reservation (start in even C-slot)

1001 Data Reservation (start in odd C-slot)

1010 Data Reservation (start in even C-slot, skip
D)

1011 Data Reservation (start in odd C-slot, skip
D)

1100 Data Reservation (start in even D-slot)

1101 Data Reservation (start in odd D-slot)

1110 Voice Reservation (start in even D-slot)

1111 Voice Reservation (start in odd D-slot)

Note.— For non-3T configurations, use only the codes with the third bit set to 0. For system
configuration 2V2D, allowable values are 0000, 0001, 1000, 1001, 1100 and 1101. For system configuration
3V1D, allowable values are 0000, 0001, 1100 and 1101. For system configuration 2V1D, allowable values
are 0000, 0001, 1000 and 1001. For configuration 1V3D the allowable values are 0000, 0001, 0100, 0101,
1000, 1001, 1100, and 1101. For configuration 1V2D the allowable values are 0000, 0001, 0100, 0101, 1000,
and 1001.

. . .

2.4  Next net command message
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2.4.1    The Next Net Command message shown in Figure B-4 is delivered by the ground station to a particular
aircraft user to identify the slot and frequency of the next net connection.

2.4.2    Next net. The Next Net field is 12 bits. It contains two subfields: Next Group ID (2 bits) and Frequency
(10 bits). The Next Group ID field is located in bits 1 and 2 of octet 4 and is encoded the same as defined in
 2.2.3 of this Appendix when the Net Type field is set to 1 (TDMA). However, when the Net Type field is set
to 0 (AM), the field shall be set as defined in Table B-7 below. For a frequency X in megahertz, the Frequency
field is encoded as 40(X-112) with the most significant bit starting at bit 3 of octet 4.

Note.— For 8.33 kHz channels that are not a multiple of a 25 kHz channel, the value of X
used for encoding shall be that of the next lowest 25 kHz channel. The frequencies of these 8.33 kHz channels
are uniquely identified by use of the Next Group ID field.

. . .

2.14    Terminate Net Message. The terminate net message shown in Figure B-12a), is used to terminate an
aircraft link at the MAC sublayer. The first Golay word after the beacon information contains the Local
Identifier of the aircraft whose net is being terminated, and four spare bits. One reservation response opportunity
is also included in a terminate net message. The Reservation Response field consists of 12 bits. The Reservation
Response field can signal the actual allocation of channel resources to a requesting aircraft.

first bit
transmitted

Bit Number

Octet
No.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Message ID Voice Signal Aircraft ID (Poll)

2 Aircraft ID (Poll) (cont.) System Configuration

3 Slot ID Ground Station Code Squelch Window

4 Terminated Local ID

5 Spare Reservation Response

6 Reservation Response (cont.)

Figure B-12a). M Uplink (Terminate Net Message)
2.15    Supported Options Message. The Supported Options message shown in Figure B-12b), is used to indicate
options that are supported by the current ground station. One Reservation Response field is included in this message,
along with an Options field. Each Reservation Response field consists of 12 bits. The Reservation Response field can
signal the actual allocation of channel resources to the entering aircraft. The Options field is a 12-bit field with each
bit set to 1 to indicate a specific option is supported and 0 if not supported, as described in Table B-9. Reserved bits
are set to 0.
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first bit
transmittedd

Bit Number

Octet
No.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Message ID Voice Signal Aircraft ID (Poll)

2 Aircraft ID (Poll) (cont.) System Configuration

3 Slot ID Ground Station Code Squelch Window

4 Reservation Response

5 Reservation Response (cont.) Options

6 Options (cont.)

Figure B-12b). M Uplink (Supported Options Message)

Table B-9. Options field

Octet Bit Number Field

5 5 Urgent Downlink Request

5 6-8 reserved

6 1-8 reserved

. . .
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APPENDIX C — RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION ALGORITHM

Certain functions of the radio system related to RA require the generation of a “random” number. For instance,
in all configurations the radio normally must choose which slot to use for a Net Entry Request. To ensure that
different radios generate different numbers, the algorithm for generating random numbers is based on the unique
24-bit ICAO address. Because it is possible that on some platforms there may be more than one radio using the
same ICAO address, the algorithm also makes use of a 2 bit radio ID to allow each radio on an aircraft to have
an independent random number generator. One example of such a radio ID is the 2-bit Source/Destination
Identifier (SDI) currently used in a multiple radio installation on some platforms to identify the left radio, the
center radio, the right radio, and all radios (all call). The 2-bit radio ID is set to 00 whenever there is only one
radio on board a particular aircraft.

. . .

This algorithm produces 224 unique sequences (226 if the 2-bit radio ID is included), each of which is nearly
uniform in distribution. No two sequences have any long subsequences in common, no matter what their relative
time offset might be. These sequences can be used to derive sequences of numbers drawn from a smaller
alphabet. Suppose, for example, that a sequence of numbers between 0 and 8 (inclusive) must be generated for
random access in configuration 2V2D. Such a number can be derived from K (n) by invoking the formula
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where Int(  ) means the integer part of the argument.

— END —


